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Abstract
A novel fault phase selector for double-circuit transmission lines is presented. The fault type is
determined with the superimposed components and steady state components of fault voltage. According to
the determined fault type, auxiliary criteria based on the magnitude and phase difference of fault phase
current is applied to judge whether inter-line fault happens or not. If inter-line fault happens, the fault phase
is determined by comprehensive criteria based on the comparison of current magnitude and the judgment
of impedance direction. The simulation results verify the correction of the proposed phase selector.
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1. Introduction
The transmission power of double-circuit transmission lines is large, so it is an important
problem to avoid the cut-off of both lines when inter-line fault happens which gains wide
attention in engineering application. The solution of above mentioned problem depends on the
well-performing fault phase selector. Meanwhile, the performance of fault phase selector has
direct influence on the operation of auto recloser.
Because protection can only use the three-phase voltage and current of the own
transmission line, the traditional fault phase selector used on single-circuit lines and based on
superimposed current component, sequence current partition and impedance judgment is no
more applicable when inter-line fault happens on double-circuit transmission lines. Hence, it's
need to adopt novel phase selector. In theory, segregated current differential pilot protection
has good performance on selecting fault phase because it only reflects the internal fault of the
phase. While in practical applications, the transmission lines may not be equipped with
communication channel which is necessary for segregated current differential pilot protection.
Or, sometimes it is need to adopt distance pilot protection or direction pilot protection to satisfy
the requirements of redundant protection configuration. In these conditions, the question of
ensuring the correctness of phase selector component when inter-line fault happens is needed
to study in-depth. Furthermore, for the double-circuit transmission lines which are equipped with
segregated current differential pilot protection, they are also always equipped with rapid
distance protection which don't need communication channel to fasten the trip of close-in fault.
In this condition, how to ensure the correctness of fault phase selection result of distance
protection when close-in fault happens also needs to be studied further.
So far, according to the fault characteristics of double-circuit transmission lines, various
fault phase selection schemes have been proposed [1-8]. The fault characteristics are obvious if
method of six sequence components is used for fault phase selection. But it needs to bring in
electrical quantities of both lines which are not suitable for practical applications. For solving this
problem, [9] proposes a fault phase selector which only use current and voltage signal of singleline. This method has been applied in practical projects. But the further study shows that there
are still some questions need to be solved, such as it may select sound phases when inter-line
fault happens near the balance point or close-in inter-line fault happens at the side of small
source. In addition, it also can't select fault phases correctly if the zero-sequence impedance is
much smaller than positive-sequence impedance behind protection. If system's zero-sequence
impedance is too small, the phase of current may be reversed, and phase selector will select
sound phases. [10] and [11] analyze this problem and propose corresponding improvement
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measures. Based on the analysis of operation characteristics of comprehensive phase
comparison type distance relay, [12] proposes an improved phase selector when it's applied on
double-circuit transmission lines. But, this phase selector scheme is based on impedance
comparison. If inter-line fault happens, the measured impedance is not equal to real fault
impedance. Therefore, it's possible to select sound phases.
Based on the analysis of the operation characteristics of aforementioned phase
selectors on double-circuit transmission lines, the present paper proposes a novel fault phase
selector. The simulation results verify the performance of the proposed phase selector.

2. Principle of Novel Fault Phase Selector
2.1. Flow of Fault Phase Selector
The changes of electrical quantities when inter-line fault happens on double-circuit
transmission lines are much more complicated than that when simple fault happens. In order to
ensure the correctness of phase selection results, a reasonable phase selector is determining
all the fault phases of both the two lines first (hereinafter referred as port fault type, for example,
the port fault type of IAIIB or IAB fault are both classified as AB fault), and then determining the
fault phases of own line with changing characteristics of electrical quantities. Furthermore,
considering that most of the faults happen on double-circuit transmission lines are single-line
faults and the phase selection criteria of single-line faults are very different from that of inter-line
faults, it can add detecting criteria for inter-line faults in phase selector. In this way, the influence
of auxiliary criteria for inter-line faults on protection can be avoided, to improve the correctness
of phase selection results when single-line faults happen.
If inter-line fault happens on the double-circuit transmission lines, it's hardly to identify
fault type correctly with characteristics of fault current of only one line due to distribution of the
current between same phases and circumfluent current between two lines. It needs to be
noticed that the fault characteristics of voltage on double-circuit transmission lines are similar
with that on single-circuit lines, because the two lines of double-circuit transmission lines are
usually connected with the same bus. Hence, it's more correct and reliable to use superimposed
component and steady state component of voltage to decide the fault type. The novel fault
phase selector proposed in this paper decides the port fault type with fault voltage firstly. And
then, it's decided whether inter-line fault happens or not with auxiliary criteria bases on
magnitude and phase difference of fault phase current. If inter-line fault happens, the
comprehensive criteria based on comparison of current magnitude and judgment of impedance
direction is applied to decide the practical fault phases. The flow chart of novel fault phase
selector is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Flow chart of novel fault phase selector
A Novel Fault Phase Selector for Double-Circuit Transmission Lines (Xing Deng)
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2.2. Port Fault Type Identification
In the phase selector, the port fault type is decided with the method which integrates
superimposed component and steady state component of voltage firstly. Phase selector based
on superimposed component has advantages of fast speed and high reliability. Hence, it can
satisfy the requirements of rapid protection, such as Zone 1 of distance protection. Phase
selector based on steady state component can ensure the correctness of phase selection
results when fault develops and fault happens in the period of oscillation.
A. Fault type identification based on superimposed component of voltage
1) Criteria for single-phase grounded faults
Single-phase grounded faults contain single-phase grounded faults of single-line and
single-phase faults happen between the same phases of two lines. Because the parameters of
two lines are basically the same, the characteristics of superimposed component of voltage
under both fault conditions are similar. Taking Phase A grounded fault for example, there is
zero-sequence voltage, and the superimposed component of voltage measured by protection
satisfies the following criteria:

∆U& AM = －C1I&1Z1 M－C2 I&2 Z 2 M－C0 I&0 Z 0 M
 &
2
∆U BM = －a C1I&1Z1 M－aC2 I&2 Z 2 M－C0 I&0 Z 0 M
 &
2
&
&
&
∆U CM = －aC1I1Z1 M－a C2 I 2 Z 2 M－C0 I 0 Z 0 M
Where,

(1)

∆U& AM , ∆U& BM and ∆U& CM is superimposed component of three-phase voltage; I&1 , I&2

and I&0 is current of positive-sequence, negative-sequence and zero-sequence respectively.

C1

C2 and C0 is current distribution factor of positive-sequence, negative-sequence and zerosequence respectively. Z1 M ， Z 2 M and Z 0 M is positive-sequence impedance, negative,

sequence impedance and zero-sequence impedance of equivalent system behind the
protection M. It can be considered Z1 M = Z 2 M ， C1 = C2 approximately. Then it can be
obtained that

∆U& ABM = (a + a 2 − 2)C1 I&1Z1M = 3C1 I&1Z1M
 &
∆U BCM = 0
 &
2
&
&
∆U CAM = (2 − a − a )C1 I1Z1M = 3C1 I1Z1M

(2)

It can be obtained that superimposed component of phase-to-phase voltage between
two fault phases ∆U& BCM is nearly zero, and

∆U& ABM , ∆U& CAM is much larger than ∆U& BCM .

Hence, the criteria for Phase A grounded fault are: there is zero-sequence voltage, and

m ∆U& BCM < ∆U& ABM with m is larger than 4.
Similarly, criteria based superimposed component of voltage for Phase B fault and
Phase C fault can be obtained which will not be explained here.
2) Criteria for two-phase grounded faults
If there is zero-sequence voltage, and the criteria for single-phase grounded faults are
not satisfied, it can be decided that two-phase faults happen. In this condition, the practical fault
phases can be decided by the principle that superimposed component of phase-to-phase
voltage between two fault phases are maximum. These criteria are also suitable for two-phase
inter-line grounded faults.
3) Criteria for two-phase faults
Taking BC short circuit fault as example, there is no zero-sequence voltage when twophase faults happen. And the voltages measured by protection are
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∆U& AM = 0

2
∆U& BM = (a − a )C1 I&1Z1M = j 3C1 I&1Z1M
 &
2
∆U CM = (a − a )C1 I&1Z1M = − j 3C1 I&1Z1M

(3)

It can be obtained that the superimposed component of sound phase voltage is nearly
zero, and superimposed component of the two-fault phase voltage is much larger that that of
sound phase voltage. Hence, the criteria for BC fault are: there is no zero-sequence voltage,
and m ∆U& AM < ∆U& BM ， m ∆U& AM < ∆U& CM

with

m is larger than 4. Similarly, criteria

based superimposed component of voltage for AB fault and CA fault can be obtained. These
criteria are also suitable for two-phase inter-line faults.
4) Criteria for three-phase faults
Similar with two-phase faults, if three-phase faults (including three-phase inter-line
faults) happen, there is no zero-sequence voltage, and the superimposed components of the
three-phase voltage are both large and close in magnitude. If the above conditions are satisfied,
it can be decided that three-phase faults happen. Considering that criteria based on
superimposed component of voltage is more clear and reliable when three-phase faults happen
than two-phase faults happen. Hence, in the practical flow of fault type identification, whether
two-phase faults happen or not should be decided firstly. If the criteria for two-phase faults are
satisfied, it can be decided that two-phase faults happen. Otherwise, go to decide whether
three-phase faults happen or not. Flow chart of fault type identification based on superimposed
component of voltage is shown in Figure 2.

Start

Input the fault data

Y

Y

There is zero-sequence
voltage?

Superimposed component between
phase and phase satisfies the criteria
for single phase grounded faults?

Single phase fault, and the unfault phases are those between
which superimposed
component is minimum

N

Phase superimposed component
satisfies the criteria for phase-tophase faults?

N

Y

N

Three-phase fault

Phase-to-phase fault, and the fault
phases are those whose
superimposed component is not
minimum

Phase-to-phase grounded fault, the
fault phases are those between
which superimposed component is
maximum
End

Figure.2. Flow chart of fault type identification based on superimposed component of voltage

B. Port fault type identification based on steady state component
Sequence current partition and impedance judgment is applied in traditional phase
selector based on steady state component for single-line grounded faults. For double-circuit
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transmission lines, the sequence current partition is no more suitable when inter-line fault
happens. Meanwhile, big error exists in the measured impedance. Hence, the traditional phase
selectors for single-line grounded fault can't ensure the correctness of phase selection result
when it's applied for double-circuit transmission lines. It's need to take a novel fault type
identification method for the grounded faults happen on double-circuit transmission lines.
In the novel fault phase identification scheme based on steady state component, zerosequence voltage is taken as criterion to decide whether grounded fault happens or not. If there
is zero-sequence voltage, jump into the discrimination process of grounded fault type. The
analysis shows that no matter single-line grounded faults or inter-line grounded faults happen, it
is similar with the condition that single-line grounded faults happen from the port voltage
characteristics. The phase comparison result of negative-sequence voltage and zero-sequence
voltage is shown in Figure 3. Based on it, compare the phase angle between positive-sequence
voltage and zero-sequence voltage, negative-sequence voltage to distinguish two-phase
grounded faults and single-phase grounded faults. The practical method is explained as follows.

U&0

Table.1. Fault Type Partitions
Partition
A
B
C

Range
[-90, 30]
[150, 270]
[30, 150]

Fault type
AG or BCG
BG or CAG
CG or ABG

Figure 3. Partition of phase difference between
negative-sequence voltage and zero-sequence
voltage when grounded faults happen

Taking U 0 as reference and according with the region where

U 2 A is, fault types can be

classified as shown in Table 1. After the partition is decided, the practical fault type can be
decided by the phase comparison of U& 1 and U& 2 + U& 0 . Taking Partition A as example, if phase
difference between the two voltages is between 180° and 360°, the fault type can be decided as
single-phase grounded fault, or else it is two-phase grounded fault. There is the similar
relationship in the other two partitions.
If grounded inter-line faults happen between the same phases and phase comparison of
negative-sequence voltage and zero-sequence voltage is applied, it's important to note that the
phase angle of negative-sequence voltage may lead that of zero-sequence voltage more that
30° under some special conditions. For example, for some IBCIICG faults, the phase angle of
negative-sequence voltage may lead that of zero-sequence voltage nearly 40°, causing the
phase difference be near the boundary of Partition C. In this condition, the fault type maybe
decided as CG or ABG by mistake. Aimed at this problem, some supplements and modifications
are made in the phase selection criteria based on steady state component. After the partition is
decided, the phase comparison of U& 1 and U& 2 + U& 0 is applied firstly. If the phase comparison
result of U& 1 and U& 2 + U& 0 is different from the phase relationship of the two fault types in this
sub-area, it can be decided that grounded inter-line faults happen between the same phases.
And, the two phases whose voltage difference is minimum are grounded fault phases.
If there is no zero-sequence voltage, it can be decided that ungrounded faults happen.
If three-phase voltage are balance and theirs magnitudes are all small, the fault type is identified
as three-phase fault. If the unbalance degree of three-phase current is large, it can be decided
that two-phase ungrounded faults happen, and the two phases whose voltage difference is
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minimum are fault phases. Flow chart of the fault type identification based on steady state
component of voltage is shown in Figure 4.
2.3. Identification of Inter-Line Faults
After deciding the port fault type with superimposed component or steady state
component of voltage, it can be decide whether inter-line fault happens or not according to the
current and voltage of the pre-decided fault phases. For double-circuit transmission lines, the
voltage and current at the side which is near fault point when inter-line fault happens are
apparent different from that when single-line fault happens. This phenomenon can be used for
the identification of inter-line faults. The basic criteria of inter-line faults in the novel fault phase
selector are:
1) Criteria of two-phase ungrounded inter-line faults
There is zero-sequence current, but no zero-sequence voltage. Or, the phase difference
of the two fault phases' current is between 0° and 180°. Or, one fault phase's current is much
larger than the other fault phase's current (this criterion is used to identify the inter-line faults
happen near balance point or at the side of small source). If any of the abovementioned criteria
is satisfied, it can be decided that two-phase ungrounded inter-line faults happen.
2) Criteria of two-phase grounded inter-line faults
There is zero-sequence current and zero-sequence voltage, and phase difference of the
two fault phases' current is between 0° and 180°. O r, one fault phase's current is much larger
than the other fault phase's current. If any of the abovementioned criteria is satisfied, it can be
decided that two-phase grounded inter-line faults happen.
3) Criteria of three-phase inter-line faults
If the unbalance degree of three-phase current is large which means there is large zerosequence current or negative-sequence current, it can be decided that three-phase inter-line
faults happen.

Figure 4. Flow chart of the fault type identification based on steady state component of voltage
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2.4. Fault Phase Selector of Own Line
In the traditional phase selector based on the phase of fault phase current, the
magnitudes of two pre-decided phases' current are used to decide the practical fault phases of
own line after the single-phase inter-line fault is identified. It's no problem to select the fault
phase of own line at the side of large source. But if one side is large source and another source
is small, the current of sound phase will be larger than the practical fault phase when the fault
happens near the side of small source. This is because that the sound phase' current of own
line is mainly provided by the large source. For example, if the IAIIAB fault happens near the
side of small source, the measured current of Phase B may be much larger than that of Phase A
in Line I due to the supply of the large source at the far end. And it will cause the protection of
Line I select Phase B as fault phase by mistake.
Aimed at the abovementioned problem, the following auxiliary criteria are proposed.
Taking IAIIAB fault as example, for the Line II which phase-to-phase fault happens on, its phase
distance relay can work normally. Hence, the measured impedance Z L = U& AB /(I&IIA − I&IIB ) is
correct, the direction is positive and the phase difference between I&IIA and I&IIB is between
180° and 360°. The phase angle of U& AB leads that of I&IIA or − I&IIB nearly 90° (with
assumption that the transmission line is considered as purely reactance). For the Line I which
single phase fault happens on, the phase difference between Phase A of Line I and Phase A of
Line II is between 0° and 180° and the phase differ ence between Phase B of Line I and Phase
B of Line II is between 180° and 360°, which means the phase angle of U& AB lead that of I&IA ,
but lag that of I&IB in Line I. It can decide the practical fault phase of own line correctly when
close-in inter-line fault happens with the phase comparison of abovementioned voltage and
current.
It need to be noticed that the phase-to-phase voltage (as U& AB ) is too small to be
polarization voltage when two-phase grounded or ungrounded close-in fault happens. Hence,
the sound phase voltage (or positive-sequence voltage) can be used as polarization voltage to
do phase comparison with fault phase current in practical applications. For the three-phase
inter-line close in faults, the memorized voltage before fault happens can be used as
polarization voltage due to the three-phase voltage are all small.
If the fault happens near balance point, there is only load current component in the
current of sound phase of own line (fault of the same phase on neighbouring line), but no fault
current component. Hence, the correct phase selection result can't be obtained by the phase
comparison of current and voltage. In order to solve this problem, the following criteria based on
magnitude of current are added: if one phase current is much larger than the other current (like
more than twice), take the current whose magnitude is larger to do phase comparison with
voltage. If the result is positive, this phase is fault phase, the other phase is sound phase.
Otherwise, this phase is sound phase, the phase whose magnitude is smaller is fault phase (for
fault happen near the side of small source, the fault phase current of own line may be much
smaller than inter-line fault phase current.)
2.5. Flow Chart of Novel Fault Phase Selector
Figure 5. shows the flow chart of phase selector when two-phase inter-line fault
happens (such as IAIIABG, IAIIBG). The flow chart of phase selector when three-phase interline fault happens is similar.
3. Simulation and Analysis
In order to verify the correctness of the proposed phase selector, various types of interline fault are simulated with PSCAD/EMTDC. The diagram of simulation model is shown in
Figure 6. The parameters of 500kV double-circuit transmission lines from Enshi City Hubei
Province to Shuibuya are adopted in this model. Considering that factors like system's
impedance and fault location have great influence on the performance of phase selector,
different conditions, such as the source of own side is small, the own side system's zerosequence impedance is much smaller than positive-sequence impedance and inter-line faults
happen near balance point, are simulated. The simulation results are shown in Table.2-4. From
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the simulation results, it can be obtained that the phase selector can determine fault phases
correctly to satisfy the requirements of applications under various fault conditions.

Figure 6. Diagram of simulation model

Table 2. Simulation Result of Fault Phase
Selector (Close-In Faults Happen at the Side of
Small Source)
Fault type

IAG
IAIIAG
IBIICG
IBIIC
IBCIIC

Phase
selection
results of Line
I
AG
AG
BG
B
BC

Phase
selection
results of Line
II
No fault
AG
CG
C
C

Figure 5. Flow chart of phase selector
when two-phase inter-line fault happens

Table 3. Simulation Result of Fault Phase Selector (The Own Side System's Zero-Sequence
Impedance is Much Smaller than Positive-Sequence Impedance)
Fault type
IAG
IAIIAG
IBIICG
IBIIC
IBCIIC

Phase selection results of Line I
AG
AG
BG
B
BC

Phase selection results of Line II
No fault
AG
CG
C
C

Table 4. Simulation Result of Fault Phase Selector (Faults Located Near the Balance Point)
Fault type
IAG
IAIIAG
IBIICG
IBIIC
IBCIIC

Phase selection results of Line I
AG
AG
BG
B
BC

Phase selection results of Line II
No fault
AG
CG
C
C

4. Conclusion
Based on the study and analysis of the existing phase selectors on double-circuit
transmission lines, a novel phase selector is proposed. The proposed scheme has the following
features:
1) The port fault type criteria are consisting of phase comparison of voltage superimposed
components and sequence voltage. Compared with the existing fault type determining
methods which are based on the low voltage component, the reliability is improved
significantly.
2) Considering that many of the faults happen on double-circuit transmission lines are singleline faults, it is determined first that whether inter-line fault happens in the novel phase
selector. Only if the inter-line fault happens, the auxiliary criteria are applied to select fault
phases. In this way, the fault phase selector of single-line faults is separated with that of
A Novel Fault Phase Selector for Double-Circuit Transmission Lines (Xing Deng)
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inter-line faults, making the program structure clear and being helpful to improve the
correctness of phase selection results.
3) The novel phase selector applies novel inter-line fault phase selection criteria based on
magnitude comparison of fault phase current and direction comparison of impedance,
solving the problem of selecting wrong phases well when inter-line faults happen near the
balance point, close-in inter-line faults happen at the side of small source, or zero-sequence
current component of the own side is large (which means system's zero-sequence
impedance is much smaller than positive-sequence impedance).
4) The simulation results show that the proposed novel phase selector has good performance
and can select correct fault phases in all kinds of inter-line fault. Hence, the proposed
method can satisfy the requirements of practical application well.
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